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HOMEOWNER MAINTENANCE
Your new home will require periodic maintenance, much of which falls outside of the warranty
obligations covered by Sorbara Group of Companies. This guide has been assembled to help
prepare you for the various situations you might encounter, and also outlines some of the
regular maintenance we recommend you carry out as you and your family spend more time in
your new home. Keeping up with regular maintenance will help to extend the useful life of your
home’s finishes and/or equipment and can also help prevent more costly issues further down
the road.

Exterior Home Maintenance
Asphalt Driveways
Minor settlement, tire markings, and flaking of stone surfaces are normal occurrences that affect
most paved asphalt driveways. Cold weather conditions, such as frost penetration, can cause
driveways to crack or rise, altering the direction of surface drainage in unintended ways. The
good news is these affected areas usually return to their original position once warm weather
returns, however we recommend you check the driveway periodically and tend to any repairs
sooner than later to ensure your driveway remains in good condition for many years.
Chemical Spills
As asphalt is a petroleum-based product, gasoline, oil, turpentine and other solvent or
petroleum-based products can dissolve and erode the surface. Avoid allowing these products to
come in direct contact with your driveway wherever possible.
Excessive or “Point” Loading
Your driveway has been designed to resist loads from conventional personal vehicles such as
cars, light trucks and sport utility vehicles. The load from heavy trucks and/or other machinery
can damage your driveway over time.
Fading
The colour in your asphalt driveway will fade over time. This is normal, only affects the
appearance of your driveway, and shouldn’t require any surface treatment to prolong the
driveway’s performance. Should you wish to spruce up its appearance however, we recommend
you wait at least one full calendar year after installation before applying a surface treatment.
Hot Weather
In hot weather, asphalt will soften and become more pliable. Avoid prolonged loads on your
driveway from items such as motorcycle or bicycle kickstands, high heel shoes, trailers or even
parking cars long-term during extreme heat to avoid any possible damage.

Asphalt Driveway Width Alterations
If you intend to alter your driveway after taking possession of your home, there are some factors
you should consider:
•

Where The Sorbara Group of Companies is responsible for paving your driveway, our
contractors may only pave to the full width of your garage as approved , as part of the
building permit.

•

The Municipality may take a zero-tolerance approach with homeowners who alter
their driveway beyond what was approved as part of the building permit, without
first obtaining Municipality approval. Prior to making any alterations, homeowners
should obtain written permission from the Municipality, (which may include applying for a
Minor Variance to the Zoning By-Law, depending on the type of change being requested).
All responsibility and cost associated with obtaining this permission will be borne by the
homeowner. Sorbara Group of Companies is not responsible for, nor do we have any control
over this process.

Automatic Garage Door Openers
If Sorbara Group of Companies installed the automatic garage door in your home, please
contact the service department within the first year of occupancy for warranty assistance. If
your opener was installed by a third-party after occupancy and you experience issues with its
operation – we recommend you contact the installer first to rectify any issues. In the event
Sorbara Service staff are called to service the garage door and a third-party opener is installed,
they will only assess the garage door for proper operation (by disconnecting the opener) and
may not be able to provide assistance if the issue was caused by the installation or operation of
the automatic opener.

Brick Walls
Efflorescence
Efflorescence is the formation of a typically white crystalline deposit found on the surface of
masonry when moisture evaporates from the surface and is generally considered normal.
Efflorescence can be removed using a stiff bristle brush and water. Please note that darkcoloured bricks tend to exaggerate the appearance of efflorescence. The use of salt and de-icers
around your home’s exterior may also contribute to appearance of efflorescence.
Mortar Joints
Mortar joints in brickwork are not waterproof and we recommend you avoid building any
planting beds up against brickwork for this reason. As part of your home’s basic maintenance,
we recommend you periodically check the mortar joints for excessive shrinkage or cracks
between the mortar and the brick (note that hairline cracks are normal and not a cause for
concern). If the mortar joints deteriorate extensively over time, re-pointing may have to be done
to help reduce moisture penetration.
Weep Holes
You will notice small, vertical gaps in the mortar joint between bricks, typically around the
bottom of your home (at the top of the foundation walls), and/or around window or other
openings. These are called weep holes and their purpose is allow any water that may have
penetrated the bricks to drain out as well as help create an air stream to remove any evaporated
water from the wall cavity (the gap between the back side of the brick and wood sheathing).
Because of this, its recommended you periodically check the weep holes to ensure they are not
covered or clogged with debris.

Fences
Homeowner Installed Fencing
If you are planning to install your own fence, below are several factors you should consider:
•

Has your subdivision been assumed? If you don’t know for certain, we recommend you
check with the municipality to confirm whether assumption of your neighbourhood has
been completed. If the subdivision is not yet assumed (and final grading has not yet been
approved), the municipality may require the builder to carry out alterations to ensure all lots
comply. Should an installed section of fence need to be removed for this work to happen,
Sorbara staff will attempt to contact you to arrange for its removal. If this does not happen
in time for the work to begin, Sorbara Group will arrange for the removal directly and deduct
this expense from your existing grading deposit. Unfortunately, in the event your fence is
damaged as a result of this work, Sorbara forces will not be held liable or responsible for this
damage.

•

What are the real boundaries of your lot? We strongly recommend you get a professional
survey carried out on your property prior to erecting a fence. It is also recommended you
check with the local municipality regarding local fence by-laws. There are instances where a
fence may straddle the property line provided both neighbours are in agreement, and others
where the fence must remain fully within your property bounds. It is best to understand this
prior to installation.

•

Will the fence affect the drainage between lots? You must ensure that the drainage
swale as established by Sorbara Group of Companies remains intact once fence installation
is complete. Specifically, the swales exist to ensure water runoff does not shed from your
property onto neighbouring properties. Any disturbance to the swales must be repaired
to original condition, ensuring water runoff continues to follow the established drainage
channels.

•

What are the fencing requirements in your municipality? There will likely be municipal
guidelines that establish the size, type, materials, and design criteria for any fencing you wish
to erect. Check with the municipality to confirm these requirements before you proceed.

•

Is a fencing permit required? Depending on the municipality you are located in, you may
be required to obtain a permit to erect a fence on your property. Consult your municipality
before you proceed.

•

Where are the underground utilities? As fences require excavating for the post-holes, you
(or your fence contractor) are required (by law) to acquire locates on your property. You can
learn more about locates and how to obtain them by visiting the Ontario One Call website at:
www.on1call.com

Preserving Your Fence
The life expectancy of any exterior wood dependent on exposure to the elements such as rain,
snow and damaging ultra violet rays. With this in mind, you may want to apply a sealer to all
exterior wood surfaces to help prolong their useful life. Check with your municipality for possible
restrictions on what treatments may/may not be allowed on your fence.

Grading and Drainage
Lot Grading and Drainage
The grading on your lot is designed to provide surface drainage away from the building and into
the storm sewer system. Consulting engineers working on the municipality’s behalf will inspect
the grading of each lot throughout your community both before and after the sod is laid to
ensure proper grading and drainage has been established. Once the lot has received its final
inspection and been certified as complete, the Sorbara Group of Companies cannot be held
responsible for any drainage issues arising from homeowner initiated grading alterations.
Homeowners should not alter the grading as this may create a drainage problem for adjacent
homes in your area. A hedge or fence, when installed, may also affect the drainage pattern
around the perimeter of your lot. You or your contractor should take care to help ensure that
any installation does not adversely affect these patterns.
Settlement
Settlement to the earth on your lot may occur over several years. Any settlements that occur
prior to the final grading approval by the municipality will be rectified by Sorbara Group of
Companies.
Splash Pads
If your home does not have rain water leader connections made directly to the downspouts,
splash pads will be provided to help ensure water is directed away from your home. It is
recommended you inspect your splashpads on a regular basis to ensure they are properly
sloped and directing rain water runoff away from your home. Do not remove these splash pads,
as they act as a primary defense in the prevention of future basement leaks.

Swales
You should not alter the swales (identified as the depressions forming a ‘channel’, typically found
around the perimeter of your lot) located on your lot, as they have been designed and approved
to ensure proper drainage from your lot to the appropriate storm water containment systems
established in your neighbourhood. During heavy rainfall, water may sit within the swale for
some time (up to a couple of days in some instances), but will eventually run off the lot. Please
refrain from building any vegetable/flower beds or planting any trees or shrubs in swales as it
can block water flow and alter drainage in the surrounding area.

Rear Yard Basin-Drainage Patterns and Grading
In the event there is a rear yard catch basin installed on your property, it is your responsibility
to maintain drainage patterns leading to it. In the spring and fall, leaves and debris should be
removed from the grate to allow for the proper flow of water. You must also ensure that the
grass is maintained in all surface drainage swales to allow free flow of water.

Gravel Driveways
Upon moving into your home, you may find that your driveway is not paved yet. The driveway
will have a layer of gravel on it that will settle at first and leave ruts. These driveways will be
repaired by Sorbara Group of Companies as required until the final driveway is laid. The interim
repairs may entail having to re-level the driveway, or if necessary, more gravel will be added to
establish a reasonably smooth surface. Some minor settlement and puddles may be apparent
during rain, however, and is considered normal.

Roof
Eavestroughs and Downspouts
Ensure that your eavestroughs and downspouts are cleaned seasonally to ensure that debris
does not inhibit their performance in getting water off your roof and away from your home.
Shingles
The shingles on your roof typically have a manufacturer’s warranty of at least 25-years. Every
spring and fall, the roof should be examined for any damage or missing shingles, and all flashing
and caulking should be checked for shrinkage. Caulking that has cracked or shrunk could lead to
water leaks, which may result in damage to the interior of your home.

Sod
Your newly laid lawn will require immediate care and maintenance. Although the sod is delivered
and laid fresh, to help ensure it thrives, we recommend:
1. Water a freshly laid lawn frequently. Do not water in hot sun; it is better to wait until
evening or early morning. Shallow watering creates a shallow root system and makes the
lawn susceptible to burning during dry spells.
2. Do not walk on freshly laid sod. The topsoil underneath is soft from watering and footprint
damage could result if newly laid sod is walked on.
3. Fertilize the lawn, preferably in the spring and fall of the year. Do not over fertilize fresh
sod, which has already been fertilized at the sod farms. It is best to wait until the following
season.
It may take up to 2-years for your sod to fully ‘knit’ into the sub-base. During this time, puddles
may form in your lawn after a rainstorm or watering; typically this is not due to the topsoil used
or an incorrect drainage pattern and will generally correct itself in the first or second growing
season once the lawn is fully established.

Trees
Sorbara Group of Companies attempts to save existing trees whenever possible during
construction of your home; however, it is impossible to guarantee their survival. You should
immediately start a maintenance program to facilitate the continuation of the tree life. Root
feeders should be considered.
The new trees planted typically adapt well to their new environments; nonetheless, they require
some maintenance and protection. Wire guides should remain in place for at least one season
until the tree is well rooted. It is important to remove the wire guides after one season to avoid
harm to growing trunks or branches.

Walks/Concrete Slabs and Porches
During winter months, care should be taken not to apply salt or calcium to pre-cast concrete
slabs, walks, concrete steps or porches, as it damages the concrete and erodes the finished
surface. Should you find it necessary to add something to help prevent slipping during icy
conditions, a light layer of sand can help, without damaging the concrete or you may be able to
purchase products specifically designed as ‘safe for concrete’ at your local retailer.

Interior Home Maintenance
Air Conditioning
If you intend to privately install air conditioning in your new home, consult your local municipal
authorities regarding rules pertaining to placement of condenser units. Air conditioners installed
by the Sorbara Group will be installed according to municipal zoning and noise pollution
restrictions – typically in the rear yard of the home.

Warranty Notice
The installation of additional equipment may complicate -or in some cases invalidate- the
heating system Tarion warranty if installed by a contractor other than the original furnace
installer if it can be reasonably established that the installation ‘may have’ led to the problem or
issue being experienced.
Whenever any equipment is installed, it has to be electronically wired into the furnace circuitry
risking a possible electrical short. During the installation process, balancing dampers or burners
can get dislodged, ignition components can become damaged, and broken and airflow patterns
can be altered. When having any of the above installed, ensure it is by a reputable company.

Optimizing Your System’s Performance
If your house has a central air-conditioning system, the following information can help you get
the maximum benefit from it:
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully.
•
•

•

•

Keep all windows closed. For maximum cooling, close drapes to prevent sunshine from
penetrating and heating the room within.
Plan for times you want the temperatures to change (if at all). Changing the temperature
within your home is not like turning a light on or off. It takes time for the HVAC system to
achieve the temperature you set on your thermostat. Take note of the time it takes your
system to change the temperature within your home to better predict when to prompt future
changes to maximize your indoor air comfort.
Adjust the air flow from air vents. The amount of forced air coming from each vent will
depend on its distance from the furnace. To get the forced air to a remote location on the
2nd floor, it may be necessary to damper vents on the main floor that have an excess of
forced air.
Turn off your humidifier when the air conditioner is in use. Additional moisture created from
the humidifier can cause harmful freezing in the cooling system.

Basement
During the first year, you may experience some minor dampness in the basement of your home.
Water beading may appear on or under the poly covering the insulation due to condensation.
Condensation is caused by warm moist air encountering a cold surface. Typically, in your new
home’s first year, you will experience a higher-than-normal level of humidity caused by the
drying out of various construction materials used in your home (e.g.: concrete cures over an
extended period of time). This humidity may result in condensation in the coolest area of the
house – the basement – and is not covered under warranty.
The good news is that this type of dampness in the basement is only likely to occur during the
first year of occupancy. For this reason, we would strongly recommend that you defer finishing
your basement until after this initial “drying out” period in the home (typically 1 year, 2 years is
ideal) is over. The use of a dehumidifier will speed up this period.
The basement itself is constructed of poured concrete, which has been damp-proofed on its
exterior to meet or exceed the current building code. Your basement walls have an exterior
‘dimple wrap’, designed to prevent or at the very least, minimize basement leakage. Despite
being damp-proofed, your basement may still experience some water penetration, especially
during excessively wet weather. It is also possible that the basement wall will experience some
non-structural cracking due to settlement and/or shrinkage – this is a normal occurrence.
Sorbara Group of Companies will honour its warranty obligation with respect to basement
leakage. However, we cannot be held responsible for any damage to contents resulting from
water leakage.

Basement Floor
Cracks
Shrinkage and minor settlement of basement floors are a common occurrence in new home
construction, and is almost impossible to completely prevent. The Sorbara Group of Companies
will repair any cracks deemed as excessive (using Tarion Construction Performance Guidelines)
and/or out of the ordinary. Additionally, basement floors can occasionally appear damp due to
the condensation from cold basement walls.

Cleaning
Minor cleaning requires only sweeping with a stiff bristled broom. Unpainted concrete floors
should not be cleaned with soap.

Settlement/Heaving
Your basement floor slab is not physically bound into the rest of the building and rests in
place solely on its own weight. Rarely, a basement slab can settle/heave, depending on soil
conditions/settlement beneath it. If this occurs within the warranty period, it can usually be
corrected using structural grout filler injected beneath it.

Foundation Walls
Foundation and basement walls are subject to many stresses and strains. The base of the wall,
being in the ground, maintains a constant temperature, whereas the top portion extending out
of the ground is subject to extreme temperature changes from summer heat to winter cold.
These temperature extremes cause concrete and other masonry to expand and contract.
Cracks
The curing process of the concrete may last for several months. The soil on which the foundation
is placed may settle slightly, which can create additional stresses and cause some minor cracks
to appear. These cracks do not affect the strength of the wall and is not necessary to repair them
unless they are greater than 6mm in width and/or leak water. If the cracks should leak during
the warranty period (2 years), Sorbara Group of Companies will repair them.

Cabinets
Adjustment
Minor door adjustments may be required from time to time. Hinge screws should be tightened
using a screw driver (do not use a drill) if they become loose.
Cleaning
For wood cabinets, products such as lemon oil or polishes that include scratch cover are
recommended. Avoid excessive use of these products to reduce build-up. Avoid using paraffinbased spray waxes and washing cabinets with water, as both will damage the lustre of the finish.
For laminate cabinets, wipe with a damp cloth, and dry immediately.
Colour and Wood Grain Variation
Natural imperfections and variations in grain and colour should be expected on all wood or
wood veneer products. This adds to the warmth and charm of the materials.

Hinges
If hinges catch or drawer glides become sluggish, silicone lubricant will improve their
performance. Do not hang things from handles as they will loosen doors/drawers over time and
may cause damage to the finish.
Moisture
Avoid using moisture-generating appliances (kettle, crock-pot) close to your cabinetry. Excessive
moisture can cause warping and finish damage.

Carpet
Foundation and basement walls are subject to many stresses and strains. The base of the wall,
being in the ground, maintains a constant temperature, whereas the top portion extending out
of the ground is subject to extreme temperature changes from summer heat to winter cold.
These temperature extremes cause concrete and other masonry to expand and contract.
Cleaning
It is not uncommon for carpet to wear out over time from foot traffic and dirt that gets trampled
into the pile beyond the suction capacity of your vacuum cleaner. These dirt particles wear down
and dull the colour of your carpet. The best practice for prolonging the life of your carpet is
regular cleaning with a vacuum cleaner.
It is recommended that you light vacuum twice per week and thoroughly once a week. Using
a vacuum with a beater bar attachment will give best results (please note: beater bars are not
recommended for use on berber-style rugs as they can catch on the loop-pile and damage the
carpet).
When spills occur, wipe them immediately by blotting or dabbing them. Do not rub as this will
just push some of the spill further into the carpet’s fibres. If you use a stain remover, follow the
instructions carefully. Most recommend you try the product on a test area first to ensure there
are no unwanted effects from the stain remover on the carpet.
Burns
For minor burns (i.e. cigarette ashes or a dropped match), trim away the darkened fibres and
apply a soap-less cleaner and sponge with water. If this does not work, or the burn is more
extensive, it is recommended you obtain professional assistance.
Crushing
Traffic areas and placed furniture can cause carpet to appear crushed. Regular vacuuming can
minimize crushing in high traffic areas, while placing glides or scrap carpet under heavy pieces of
furniture can help reduce crushing in those areas.

Fading
All carpets fade over time. Regular vacuuming, cleaning or changing of your air filter, humidity
control, periodical furniture relocation and sunlight reduction will all help extend your carpet’s
original colour.
Fuzzing
In loop carpets, fibres may break over time. To refresh the carpet’s look, clip the excess fibres. If
the problem continues to the point where clipping no longer helps, contact a professional.
Pilling
Like clothing, some types of carpet can “pill” over time, forming small balls of fibre on the
surface, which can be trimmed. A minimal amount of glue may help prevent fraying carpet after
it has been trimmed. If the pills cover a large area, contact a professional.
Rippling
During periods of high humidity, it is normal for a new carpet to have rolls appear in some areas.
However, if these rolls become excessive, we will re-stretch the carpet once, provided we are
notified within your first year of occupancy. If the problem recurs, contact a professional.
Seams
Carpet comes in 12-foot wide cuts. As a result, any room with a dimension greater than 12
feet will display a visible seam in the carpet. Visible seams are not warrantable defects unless
the seams are made improperly or there is a material defect. The more dense and uniform the
carpet, the more visible the seam will be. Over time, with traffic and vacuuming, these seams
should become less obvious.
Shading
Depending on which direction the carpet has been laid, it may appear a shade different to that
of another room. Household traffic can also create localized areas with different shades. Regular
vacuuming will help decrease colour differences.
Shedding
As carpet comes off the production line, it is sheared for a uniform depth. This causes a great
deal of carpet fibres to remain embedded in the carpet after installation. It is quite normal to see
carpet fibres come up the first few times you vacuum your home.

Snagging
A snag can occur from a sharp object pulling across the carpet and can be cut off. If you
encounter a large snag, contact a professional.
Static
Cold weather will contribute to dry climate within your home, which will increase the amounts of
static electricity created. The use of a humidifier will counteract static electricity.

Caulking and Grouting
Caulking and grouting are materials that naturally shrink, dry, or crack over time and are
therefore not covered by your warranty. They are included under home maintenance, along with
washers and other materials that tend to wear out. Do not allow the caulking and grouting to go
unattended as it may result in leakage and damaged counters, walls or ceiling.
Caulking – How to Re-Caulk
It is advisable to fill the tub with water before re-caulking to eliminate the possibility of the
caulking coming loose when weight is applied. The grouting between the tiles and in the corners
should be checked periodically and any cavities should be filled. Leaving caulking untended may
result in leakage and damaged walls or ceilings.
Caulking Materials
It is recommended that you use a silicone bathtub caulking around the edges of the tub and
shower. It is a very pliable (easy to apply) material. Complete directions for application will be
printed on the packaging.

Condensation
Condensation is at its maximum in new homes. When your home was built, water went into
the concrete of your basement walls. This water comes out of the walls by evaporation, which
consequently raises the moisture content above normal. Proper ventilation will end this normal
drying-out process as steadily as possible. However, do not try to speed up the process by
creating extremely high temperatures during the winter. The house will dry out unevenly, which
will exaggerate the effects of normal shrinkage. Con’t on next page.

Some warm- air furnaces have humidifiers to bring moisture content in the air up to healthy
standards during winter months. If excessive humidity develops, turn the humidifier down or
off to prevent excess water vapour. Most houses are equipped with fans in the kitchen, bath or
even some utility areas that exhaust moist air and odours to the outside. If your house has such
fans, use them for short periods of time when excessive moisture is being generated. Turn these
fans off as soon as possible because they exhaust conditioned air, either warm or cool, to the
outside. A de-humidifier is a good solution to remove condensation from your home which can
be found at most home-ware stores.

Countertops
Countertops are generally heat and stain resistant; however, they should be protected from
hot irons as well as pots, pans, or baking dishes taken directly from the oven, broiler, or burner.
Countertops are also susceptible to scratching and scuffing from pottery, ceramic and certain
types of dishware (e.g. stoneware). Always use a cutting board when cutting with a knife as it
may dent or nick the surface of the countertop. The finish is then susceptible to stains, which
become increasingly difficult to remove.
Caulking
Over time, your countertop may pull away from the wall, leaving a slight gap. It is important
to ensure that there is a relatively good seal between the countertop and the wall, as this will
prevent moisture from getting to areas that could cause damage to your countertop. If a gap
forms, it can be filled with a waterproof caulk, available at any hardware store.
Cleaning
Kitchen and bathroom countertops should never be cleaned with harsh abrasives. Common
household bleach should not be left on the surface.
Laminate countertops or cabinets made of plastic-coated wood or metal may be cleaned with
a detergent solution or Windex. Wood cabinets may be cleaned as any other wood furniture
unless they are plastic coated. Keep cabinet doors and drawers closed when not in use to
prevent warping.
It is imperative to remove any standing water from countertops, especially at any mitre joint as
this can cause the countertop to swell and separate. This type of damage is not warrantable.

Mitre Joints
It is extremely important to keep mitre joints/seams in your counter as dry as possible. While
these joints are fitted as closely as possible, they are not waterproof. Prolonged exposure to
moisture can split the joint.
Also, wherever possible, keep small appliances that emit heat such as coffee makers or toasters
off these joints, as excessive heat can also split the joint.

Drywall
In any new home, there is a ‘drying out’ period (approximately 1-2 years,) depending on the time
of year of construction. Most construction materials, e.g. lumber, plaster, masonry etc., contain
moisture and a gradual drying out process takes place after the house is completed. This is
particularly evident during the first heating season. The lumber framework of the house will be
subject to some shrinkage. This shrinkage, combined with the drying out of the plaster, etc., may
cause some minor cracking to appear on drywall surfaces. “Nail-pops” may also appear on some
walls. Such cracking, etc., should not be cause for concern; it is a perfectly normal occurrence in
new homes.

Electrical
Buzzing
Halogen and fluorescent fixtures are equipped with their own internal transformers, which
sometimes emit a slight buzzing or humming sound. This is considered normal and is not cause
for alarm.
Carbon Monoxide Detector
As per current Ontario Building Code requirements, your home has been fitted with a hardwired
carbon monoxide detector. The carbon monoxide detector has back up batteries and are
required to be changed annually.
Duplex Receptacles
If a duplex receptacle is not responding, confirm first that the appliance plugged into it is not
faulty, then confirm it is not controlled by a wall switch, or linked to a Ground Fault Interrupter
(see Ground Fault Interrupter) or check the breaker controlling the receptacle.

Electrical Panel
Your electrical panel is the electrical heart of your home. It regulates and governs the flow of
electricity throughout your home. Your panel consists of a series of individual circuit breakers
and one main breaker.
The main breaker controls the electricity entering your home from your hydro supplier.
Switching this breaker on or off controls whether power is sent to the individual circuit breakers
on the panel or not.
The circuit breakers on your electrical panel will be labelled for your convenience. They have
three settings, on, off or ‘tripped’. A breaker will trip for one of the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Overloading a single circuit by having too many active appliances plugged into it.
Plugging in a defective appliance or work cord.
Existing shorts within the circuit itself.
Operating an appliance with voltage requirements too high for the circuit.

When tripped, a breaker must be turned off before it can be turned on again. Before reactivating the breaker, it is important to determine why it is tripping in the first place. Unplug all
appliances and turn off all lights connected to the tripping breaker, and then reset the breaker. If
it continues to trip within the first two years of occupancy, contact the Warranty Service Office.
Grounded System
Your electrical system is a three-wire grounded system. Never remove the bare wire that
connects to the box or device.
Ground Fault Interrupter
The Ground Fault Interrupter (GFI) is a safety feature that is mandatory for bathrooms, kitchens
and exterior electrical receptacles. Its function is to interrupt the electrical power in the event of
exposure to water. It may take the form of a test and reset button right on a receptacle in one
of the washrooms itself, or there may be a separate breaker on the electrical panel with the GFI
function with the breaker.
If the GFI is a separate breaker on the electrical panel, there is an “on”, “neutral” and “off”
position. When tripped, the breaker will go to the central neutral position. If the breaker is
tripped, move the breaker all the way to the “OFF” position and then all the way to the “ON”
position to reset it.

Power Failure
Like your plumbing and heating systems, you have a 2-year warranty against any defects in
material or workmanship in your electrical system. In case of a complete power failure, first
determine if your neighbours have power, and if they do not, notify the power company. If the
power failure affects only your house, check the main breaker and individual circuit breakers
– see Electrical Panel on previous page. If problem still persists, contact our Warranty Service
Office or the electrical contractor after hours.
Smoke Detectors
Your home has been fitted with hardwired, interconnected smoke detectors throughout as per
Ontario Building Code requirements. The smoke detectors have back up batteries and should be
inspected/changed annually.

Hardwood Floors
Care
Hardwood floors are not scratch proof. Dirt and grit will scratch the surface and wear off the
finish. Remove dirt daily by sweeping or vacuuming. Do not pull furniture across floors. We
recommend using floor protector pads on legs of chairs, etc.
Cleaning
It is advisable never to wash or mop hardwood flooring with water. Water sometimes causes
the grain to rise, and prolonged exposure to water may cause cracks from the expansion and
shrinkage of the wood.
Clean hardwood floors with a vacuum cleaner, dry dust mop, or cloth lightly dipped in a
waterless soap cleaner (available in hardware stores). Wipe up all spills immediately with a wellwrung damp cloth and dry wipe area at once.
Humidity
Wood floors respond dramatically to the humidity levels in your home. In the dry winter months,
without the use of a humidifier, you may see gaps between panels not seen prior. Conversely,
too much moisture in the home can cause cupping or ridging from board to board as they
absorb moisture and swell. Proper mechanical ventilation and effective use of humidifiers/dehumidifiers can reduce the effects of cupping.
Wax
Floor wax is neither necessary nor recommended for your hardwood floors. Once waxed, a
polyurethane finished floor is difficult to refinish as the wax will prevent the new finish from
evenly absorbing into the floorboards.

Heating
Boiler (Hot Water on Demand)
If your home is fitted with a boiler (either as a principal heat source for your heating system or
just for domestic hot water supply) and the boiler ceases to function, please contact the rental
provider directly for all service requests. The emergency contact numbers are located on the
boiler.
Please note that if you do any work to the water service to your home, or shut off the water at
the water main, air bubbles may enter the water supply lines, causing your boiler to switch off.
This is a built-in safety precaution within the boiler itself. The water supply lines will likely have to
be bled out prior to restarting the boiler.
Duct Work Banging or Popping
During operation (usually at start-up or shutdown) your ductwork may emit mild banging
or popping sounds. This is due to the normal expansion, contraction, pressurization and
depressurization of your ducts through the flow of warm or cool air through them.
Exhaust Fans
All bathrooms are all equipped with switch operated exhaust fans. They are intended to remove
odour and humidity from the localized area near the fan, and promote air circulation in the
home.
Filters
Most furnaces and central air-conditioning systems have an air filter to help keep the air in
your home clean. The instruction manual for your systems will tell you the location of the filters
and how to clean or replace them. Failure to keep these clean puts unnecessary strains on the
fan motor, can significantly reduce the working life of your system, and may potentially void
warranty.
Furnace Switch
Your furnace has an on/off switch that should be located high up near the ceiling and adjacent
to the furnace. It should always be left on, unless maintenance is being done on the furnace. If
your furnace will not turn on, check this switch first.
Gas Odour
Natural gas is odourless in its untreated state. The gas company adds an odour agent making it
smell much like rotten eggs. If you detect such a smell coming from the basement or other gas
appliance, leave immediately, then contact the gas company once safely out of your home.

Heat Failure
Like your electrical and plumbing systems, you have a 2-year warranty against any defects in
material or workmanship in your heating system. In case of a complete heat failure, first check
the furnace switch and furnace panel. If both are as they should be, check the main breaker on
the electrical panel. If it too is on, contact our service department or the heating contractor.
HVAC Inspection
We recommend that both the heating and central air-conditioning system should be checked
and cleaned periodically by a professional.
Mildew
Although today’s homes are climate controlled, mildew can occasionally appear in bathrooms
and other areas that collect water vapour, especially in humid weather. An exhaust fan or
opened window should be used during baths and showers to help remove water vapour. To
remove mildew, clean with a mildew agent (available in liquid spray) and then use a disinfectant
to retard mildew growth and eliminate odour.
Registers
The registers (covers on vents) throughout your home help to regulate the flow of air and
maintain the desired temperature. By opening and closing the registers and dampers, you
can regulate the amount of cool air that enters a room. Once the registers and dampers are
adjusted, they will work with the thermostat to maintain the temperature of your home. Closing
registers of rooms not in use is a good way to reduce cooling costs. If you have a combined
cooling and warm-air heating system, the same registers and dampers will be used to regulate
the flow of heat to the rooms. In addition to the air outlets, your house will have a cold air return
register. Many houses have more than one. Furniture, drapes, or other objects should not
obstruct registers.
Return Air Vents
The return air vents in your home are how your furnace breathes. Air is recycled from within
your home to the furnace via these vents. If furniture, dust build-up or wall coverings block
airflow to these vents, your furnace will work much harder than it should, preventing your
heating system from functioning properly.
Temperature Variation
The temperature within your home can vary as much as 10 degrees Celsius from room to room
and floor to floor, depending on whether doors are open or shut, how many windows are in the
room, how many exterior walls are in the room, how far the heat register is from the furnace
and so on. Adjusting your registers through trial and error can minimize the temperature
variation throughout your home.

Thermostat
Avoid pressing your heating system by hiking the temperature from one extreme to the other to
try to get to the temperature you desire. Your system will work much more effectively if you set
a temperature you’ll be comfortable with, and wait for the furnace to catch up to it.

Insulation
Your home has been constructed to be energy efficient. Occasionally, the insulation on the attic
floor may be out of place and leave gaps or block the attic vents. If either of these situations
occurs, return the insulation to its proper location. The attic access cover may have insulation
attached to the topside. It should also remain securely in place so that no heat is lost through
the access hole.
In addition, air barriers (such as 6 mm poly plastic) are installed on all exterior walls and ceilings,
and caulking or sealed units are used around electrical boxes to reduce air filtration into the
home. These products are used in accordance with OBC regulations.

Plumbing
Aerators
Most faucets (except laundry) are equipped with aerators, designed to entrain oxygen into the
water and filter out larger minerals which may have entered your plumbing line.
Acrylic Tubs and Sinks
Do not use powders or abrasive cleaners (Ajax, Bon Ami, Comet, etc.) to clean the unit as they
may scratch and dull the surface. Liquid cleaners (Mr. Clean, Formula 409, Ivory) or others with
similar chemical content should be used. Avoid allowing caustic drain cleaners (Drano, Janitor
in a Drum, Liquid Plumber, etc.) to stand on the surface. When these are used, clean the tub
immediately and thoroughly after pouring them into the drain, and flush the drain very well.
Warning: When using cleaners, make sure to use ample ventilation, avoid breathing the
vapour from the spray, and wear rubber gloves, and always read and follow manufacturer
instructions.

Bathtub, Sinks and Showers
If your basins or bathtubs are equipped with pop-up plugs, they should be removed at regular
intervals to ensure that they are clear of hair and lint. Failure to do this will impede the rate at
which your basin or bathtub drains, and eventually cause a complete blockage.
Most household cleaners are mildly abrasive but are safe if used with plenty of water. A
nonabrasive cleaner is safer. If you prefer a dry material, baking soda is nonabrasive.
Clogged Sinks, Bathtubs and Shower Stalls
When the pipe from a tub, sink or shower becomes clogged, there are several steps that may be
taken to open the drain:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use a plunger
Use a plumber’s snake
Use boiling water
Open the trap

Clogged Pipes
Each plumbing fixture in your house has a drain trap. This piece of pipe, called a P-Trap, is
designed to provide a water barrier that prevents the airborne bacteria and odour of sewer gas
from entering the house. Any fixture that is used infrequently (such as the basement shower)
should be turned on at regular intervals to replace evaporating water and ensure that the
barrier remains intact. Traps, because of their shape, can also be the source of most clogging
problems.
Clogged Drains – Boiling Water
If a clogged drain can be partly opened with the plunger or snake, boiling water may complete
the job. Do not use this on ceramic fixtures.
Clogged Drains – Opening the Trap
If using boiling water does not clear a clogged drain, the next step is to open the trap under
the fixture. Put a bucket or pan under the trap to catch the water. A piece of wire may help to
dislodge the blockage. The snake can also be used at this point.
Clog Prevention
Ordinary washing soda/detergent, not baking soda, added to a drain on a regular basis will help
to keep it clear of the grease from soap and cooking utensils. Run hot water through the drain,
turn off the water, add 3 tablespoons of washing soda, and follow it with just enough hot water
to activate the soda.

Extended Absence
If you leave your home for an extended period of time, it is strongly recommended that you shut
off the water main and drain the supply lines. This will ensure that if there is a plumbing failure
within your home in your absence, the water damage will be minimized or avoided altogether.
Frozen Pipes
To prevent pipes from freezing, never leave a house unheated during cold weather. During an
extended period of severe cold, provide at least a little heat for unused rooms and baths that
are not generally heated. Ordinarily antifreeze will provide protection for toilets and drain pipes,
but it cannot be used in the water distribution pipes.
If a pipe should freeze, proper defrosting may prevent damage. The pipe must be thawed slowly
to prevent the formation of steam, which could cause it to burst. Should you encounter this
situation, or if an underground pipe is frozen, or if the frozen pipe is unreachable in an interior
wall, it is recommended you seek professional assistance. Plumbers have equipment for thawing
pipes electrically.
Hose Bibs
Exterior hose bibs should be shut off within the home at the shut off valve and the line bled dry
in winter months to prevent freezing inside the line.
Major Leaks
Like your electrical and heating systems, you have a 2-year warranty against any defects in
material or workmanship in your plumbing system. If you encounter a major leak in your home
coming from your water supply lines, shut off the water main found in the basement next to the
water meter. Contact the Warranty Service Office or the plumbing contractor after hours.
If the major leak is coming from your drain lines in the basement or in a main or second floor
laundry room, try to contain the water as best you can, and contact the Warranty Service
department or plumbing contractor after hours.
Noisy Pipes
Noise in the pipes can be caused by a variety of reasons. Among the most common are worn
washers, a loose part in a faucet, or steam in the hot water pipe.

Plunger
The rubber cup of the plunger should cover the drain opening and the water should come
well up over the cup edge. Working the plunger up and down rhythmically 10 to 20 times in
succession will build up pressure in the pipe and do more good than sporadic plunges. If there is
an overflow outlet, plug it with a piece of cloth. When working on a double sink, be sure to close
the other drain.
Plumber’s Snake
If the plunger does not work, use a plumber’s snake. These can be rented or purchased at a
hardware or plumbing store. Turn the handle of the snake in the same direction when removing
it as you did when inserting it. This will keep any matter attached to the snake from coming
loose before it is removed.
Sewer Back-Up
If a sewer backs up in the basement within your two-year warranty, contact our warranty service
department. If you experience this beyond the second year – contact a plumber for assistance.
Water Main
The water main is located in your basement next to the water meter. In emergencies or in case
of extended absence from your home, you can shut off the supply of new water from coming
into your entire home here.
Water Meter
Your water meter is located inside your home to prevent it from freezing, and is located in the
basement next to the water main. In order for your municipality to obtain meter readings, there
is a small black sensor located outside your home which sends information directly from the
meter.

Squeaks
Floors
All sub-floors have been screwed to the floor joists to reduce the incidence of squeaks. Squeaky
floors and excessive rolls in carpeting will be repaired under warranty in your first year of
occupancy. Please note the specific areas on your Tarion Form.

Stairs
Should squeaks in stairs be excessive, Sorbara Group of Companies will make a reasonable
effort to correct them within the first year of occupancy. Stair squeaks beyond this period are
considered homeowner maintenance.

Tile Floors
Cleaning
Ceramic tiles normally need only a wipe with a dampened cloth with vinegar and water or an
occasional wet mopping to stay clean. If necessary, a more thorough cleaning with a detergent
or ceramic tile cleaner will remove grime. Rinse thoroughly.
Wall tile may be washed with a non-abrasive soap, detergent or tile cleaner. Abrasive cleaners
will dull your tile’s finish.
To clean the joints between tiles, use a fibre brush and a mild cleanser. A special sealer for grout
will make it more stain resistant. Staining agents should be mopped up promptly, even though
they rarely affect ceramic tile.
Marble, Granite and Other Natural Products
To protect the finish of your marble, granite or other tile floors, a sealer (available at most
flooring dealers) may be applied.
Protection
Care should be taken to avoid moving heavy objects across a tile floor as the tiles can crack.
Ensure that movers use a dolly or put plywood down on the floor before moving a refrigerator
or stove.

Trim Carpentry
Door Adjustments
Sorbara Group of Companies will, adjust doors, door jams or doorplates as required within the
first year of occupancy.
Hinges
Squeaky door hinges can be fixed by removing the hinge pins and applying silicone lubricant to
them. Do not use oil, as it will only gum up the hinge apparatus.

Hanging Things from Doors
The doors (and hardware) in your home are solely meant to carry the weight of the door itself.
Hanging items from doors may cause stress on the door assembly that may result in long-term
warping or loosening of the door hardware.
Locks
Lubricate locks with graphite or other waterproof lubricant. Do not use oil, as it will only gum up
the lock mechanism.
Panelling, Woodwork, Cabinets, etc.
The following characteristics are the result of natural movement of lumber framing and are
common to all wood frame houses.
• Minor cracks that appear in wood surfaces.
• Minor gaps that appear between cabinets, vanities, countertops and the adjacent walls.
• Minor joints that open in door and window trim.
• Fireplace mantels that shrink slightly from the wall or at joints.
• Wood flooring that opens between boards or settles away from shoe molding (1/4” round) at
walls or under doorjambs.
• Squeaks in linoleum or tile underlay, oak flooring or stair treads.
• Minor gaps between stair or stair molding and walls.
Shrinkage
As the wood within your home dries out, it will shrink along its longest dimension and cause
joint separation. Fill these joints with putty or wood filler, let dry, then sand and paint.
Sliding Door Tracks
Tracks for sliding or bi-fold doors may stick or warp over time. Applying a silicone lubricant will
minimize the effects.
Sticking
If a door sticks, it is usually due to the expansion and contraction of the framework around the
door through the changes of the season. Before attempting to adjust or plane down the door,
wait until the full cycle of the seasons occurs. If the sticking does not dissipate with the changing
of seasons, try adjusting the door. If this does not work, you can plane the door down, ensuring
that you properly seal it when finished.

Warping
If a door warps slightly, keep it closed as much as possible. This will often help the door return
to its original state.
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